CONNECTING PEOPLE
THROUGH SMART, SECURE NETWORKS

SMART, SECURE NETWORKS OF CONNECTED PEOPLE
Developed especially for the most security conscious organisations; joining
people up and enabling collaboration on their most sensitive information.

Secure solutions you can trust. Bringing the intuitive and engaging user
experience you take for granted on the Internet to form the core of your
digital workplace.

FULL LIFECYCLE APPROACH
Foster

Thought Leadership
Thought leadership, industry expertise and consultancy
around collaboration and secure information sharing.
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Software Engineering & Integration
Development and integration of secure collaboration
software to solve information sharing problems, especially
where that information is sensitive.

Care

Deep Support

WORKPLACE

Secure collaboration technology deep support gives you
unique access to the core platform developers.

“The best example of intelligent use of social
technology for internal collaboration across the
whole of the UK government”
IAN WATMORE
Former UK Central Government CIO and Permanent Secretary for the Department for Innovation, Universities of Skills

SECURE COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS

UNIFIED COMMS

PEOPLE-CENTRIC

Secure approaches to video, voice and instant messaging that

People are at the heart of everything we build. We know that

enforce your information sharing rules whilst actively

it’s your people that give you a competitive advantage, and we

encouraging participation.

know how to build solutions that bring together those smart
minds and enable them to excel.

KNOWLEDGE HUB

IDEATION

Knowledge and skills sharing platforms you can trust; helping

Secure, collaborative approaches to ideas platforms; connecting

to make your ‘learning organisation’ a reality and surfacing

and managing all of your innovation initiatives, collaboration on

untapped organisational intelligence.

ideas and measurements of your success.

USER DRIVEN DESIGN

CROSS-BOUNDARY WORKING

User needs driven approach, supported by our deep domain

Joined up people and organisations across smart and secure

expertise in collaboration, communication and co-creation

gateways that enforces your organisations information sharing

which ensures that we are truly focussed on understanding and

rules; galvanising networks you can trust and confide in.

solving your users’ problems.

DIGITAL WORKPLACE

ENTERPRISE SOCIAL

Secure approaches to content collaboration that are flexible

Secure social networks you can trust; bringing the intuitive and

and extensible, enabling you to natively support the most

engaging user experience you take for granted on the Internet,

challenging security constraints.

to join people up securely within your organisation.

AGILE. OPEN. HONEST.
Surevine developers follow the Agile methodology, and adhere to the
Digital Design Standards set by UK Government. We work in the Open;
from the projects we deliver (open source, open standards) to the way we
engage with our customers.

Our own smart Research and Development and customer sponsored R&D into
collaboration technology delivers constant innovation, building products born
out of genuine user needs

WHO WE WORK WITH

DISCOVERY
User research to determine the
real user needs of the system.

ALPHA
Rapid development and testing
of prototype(s) to prove system
concept and improve design.

HOW TO BUY
GCloud for cloud based services.

BETA

Digital Outcomes & Specialists for digital
services, outcomes and user research.

Iterative development
responding to continual user
feedback. Initial real-world
deployment and testing.

LIVE
Deep support including with
monitoring, maintenance and
analytics to ensure smooth
operation of service.

See our innovation in action and book a FREE workshop, exploring how
social technology can enable you to collaborate securely.
WWW.SUREVINE.COM

info@surevine.com | www.surevine.com | +44 845 468 1066

